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ABSTRACT

Technological advances are enabling a new class of augmented reality (AR) applications that use bodies as substrates for input and output. In contrast to sensing and augmenting objects, body-based AR applications track people around the user and layer information on them. However, prototyping such applications is complex, time-consuming, and cumbersome, due to a lack of easily accessible tooling and infrastructure. We present Body LayARs, a toolkit for fast development of body-based AR prototypes. Instead of directly programming for a device, Body LayARs provides an extensible graphical programming environment with a device-independent runtime abstraction. We focus on face-based experiences for headset AR, and show how Body LayARs makes a range of body-based AR applications fast and easy to prototype.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Human-centered computing → Mixed / augmented reality; User interface toolkits; Mobile devices; • Software and its engineering → Software prototyping.
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Figure 1: Body LayARs is a toolkit for prototyping body-based AR applications. It offers node-based visual programming, but can also be customized and extended via JavaScript. Applications can be started on connected devices and edited while running. Shown on the right is the output of the application to the left, which tracks faces, detects emotions, and visualizes them as floating emoji. The output was generated with a photo as input to illustrate future AR device’s fidelity.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Augmented reality (AR) promises ubiquitous enhancement of the world. While this commonly focuses on objects and spaces, AR also can be used to layer information on people. Consider, for example, an AR application that tracks people around you, determines their emotional state, and shows this information on their faces. As we start “wearing” AR [39], this technology has the potential to impact interpersonal communication [40] and interaction. We call this kind of AR “body-based”, and define it as follows:

Body-Based AR is augmented reality that uses bodies as substrate, deriving information from and layering output on the user themselves and others. Instead of interacting with virtual objects, the focus is on augmenting interaction with people.

Exploration of body-based AR is hard because of a lack of infrastructure [10]. In general, prototyping for AR can be challenging [5] and this is exacerbated in body-based AR. For example, while there is mature support in AR tooling for marker tracking, occlusion detection, and rendering, support for tracking and augmentation of people is less sophisticated. When building body-based AR applications, designers and developers could, for example, be interested in who is around the user, how they behave, or how they move. Tracking data can be transformed and aggregated to derive measures, such as participants’ share of talking time during a meeting or the path somebody moved along. Subsequently, this data needs to be visualized, such as with annotations around or overlays on people.
With Body LayARs, we present an open-source toolkit that facilitates the creation of body-based AR prototypes. Users of the toolkit get access to tracking information on nearby people and can link it with outputs to create applications. The web-based visual programming environment enables quick iteration and experimentation, as well as easy collaboration. We provide a large set of built-in capabilities, but users can also extend the toolkit to add functionality or target new devices. Development in Body LayARs is device independent and allows for quick execution on any connected device that implements the Body LayARs runtime.

Figure 1 shows an example of Body LayARs in use. The application here is meant to support users who have trouble recognizing facial expressions of emotion (often impaired in persons with Alzheimer’s disease [17]). With Body LayARs, developers can easily track faces, get data on the corresponding emotions, and surface this to the user in a convenient way. In this example, emoji sprites are used to adorn each tracked person and provide additional emotion cues to the user.

In summary, our contributions are:

- a description of body-based AR
- a toolkit for easy prototyping of body-based AR apps
- a runtime for the Microsoft HoloLens to run these apps
- a demonstration of the utility and expressiveness of the toolkit through a set of example applications.

2 DESCRIBING BODY-BASED AR

Historically, AR has been focused on object-based interactions, such as in gaming, assembly, or training. In contrast, the body has always played a role in more performative AR experiences. Julie Martin’s Dancing in Cyberspace [24] is an early example, where acrobats interacted on stage with virtual objects. Another example is DanceSpace [47], where music and graphics are generated based on dancers’ movements. Yet, such experiences have mostly been restricted to instrumented rooms (e.g., with multi-camera coverage for marker tracking). Mobile AR experiences have not generally had information on bodies. Today, with the development of more powerful computer vision methods, bodies are becoming fully available as material to use in AR. In this section, we describe the technologies that body-based AR is building on and provide examples of use.

2.1 Recent Advances in Body Tracking

Tracking is a core requirement for AR; in body-based AR, this means tracking of people. Classic techniques like marker-based tracking [25] are not suitable for this and thus a different set of methods is required. In addition to positional tracking, body-based AR will often also require information on the state, actions, and identity of others as well as users themselves.

Image-based techniques for detecting faces are mature and have been extended to full bodies. This spans from detecting the presence of a single body to full pose tracking of multiple bodies. For example, the OpenPose project enables pose tracking of any number of people [7]. Other examples are HoloPose [15], DensePose [4], VNect [32], PoseNet [35, 36], or SMPL-X [37]. They differ in the fidelity of the tracked skeleton, whether they provide a 2D or 3D skeleton, or a full body mesh, and whether they work with one or more people. Most also provide face tracking.

2.1.1 State. Once bodies are detected, additional properties of them can be inferred. For example, facial expressions can be derived from tracked faces. An AR application might detect if a person in front of the user is smiling, winking, or frowning. Tracking of facial expressions can also be used to infer the emotional state of others. A recent survey by Mehta et al. [31] detailed many techniques for this and demonstrated emotion detection with a HoloLens camera. Similar to identification, emotion can also be recognized based on audio features of speech [6].

Another set of properties can be derived from pose data. For example, such data can be used to determine whether a teacher has a ‘confident’ stance [43]. Some other possibilities are slouching or sitting detection, whether somebody is within an area of interest, or whether two people are sitting close to each other.

2.1.2 Action. Many properties of tracked bodies are time related. For example, dynamic gestures and movements, such as waving, nodding, shaking, and their properties, such as walking speed. Instead of just detecting movements, recent work also has shown the prediction of short-term future motions [21, 51].

There is also active research in detection of higher-level actions from video. For example, HMDB51 [23] and UCF101 [46]—two common video datasets used for this research—contain actions such as eating, brushing teeth, or shaking hands. These actions can already be recognized well from video [26] and, given further improvements, at some point likely will also work in realtime on AR devices.

2.1.3 Identity. With tracked bodies, their identity can be important additional information. An established way to do this is by using facial data. Face detection and tracking comes built into many platforms and is fast enough for realtime processing of camera data. However, people are also identifiable through properties such as their gait [20], voice [42], and overall look [2].

2.2 Body-Based Output

In body-based AR, bodies should not just be tracked, but it should also be possible to have output relative to or added to a body. With pose information, rendering content around a body is straightforward. For example, instead of rendering a model on top of a tracking marker, the model could be rendered above a person’s head.

However, body-based AR also brings in new ways to visualize information in AR. A popular body-based visualization are face filters (Instagram) and lenses (Snapchat). Both layer visual content on top of and around faces, such as adding animal ears, fake glasses, or artificial makeup. These effects can be dynamic and, for example, also react to head pose and facial expressions. The term ‘filter’ is also used for image-based effects. For example, the view can be altered to appear like a film noir, or color graded to be more vivid.

With machine learning methods, more elaborate manipulations of people’s faces in images have become feasible. An example of this are generated artificial hair colors [38] and makeup [19]. A common goal behind such methods is beautification [9, 27].
2.3 Examples of Existing Body-Based AR

There are a number of existing systems within the space of body-based AR. A common use of body-based AR is overlays of anatomical and medical data, such as in physiotherapy education [11, 18].

Similarly, the *AnatOnMe* system demonstrated how such visualization could be used to improve doctor-patient communication [34]. *Labella* is designed to augment and to promote self-discovery of the user’s vagina [3].

Instead of anatomical data, the *LightGuide* system overlays directional information on the user’s body in order to guide them through movements [45]. In *LumiWatch* a graphical user interface is projected on the user’s arm [49]. Visual output that is linked to the body is also enabled by the *MultiFi* system, which extends the screen space of a user’s wearables [14].

Saquib et al. built a presentation system that allows for flexible coupling of AR content to bodies and movement [44]. This allows users to, for example, attach icons to their hand and then gesture to switch between states. Performances, such as guitar playing, can also be augmented with spatially coherent visual effects.

Body-based AR has particular promise where it augments human-human interaction. For example, the *LittleHelper* system supports users with autism during job interviews [50]. One component of this system tracks the face of the interviewer and guides the user back to it, should they be looking away. *Superpower Glass* [8] and *Brain Power System* [28] also aim to support people with autism. Both systems are designed for therapy support and share modes aimed at training emotion recognition. Here the systems detect the emotional state of a person the user is interacting with. This information is then either surfaced to the user or used to quiz them—in either case in order to help them train their own emotion recognition abilities.

2.4 Developing Body-Based AR Applications

There are many tools available to prototype and develop AR applications. On top of the general challenges in prototyping AR, this section shows that the support for body-based AR is scarce.

As noted by Ashtari et al. in a recent paper, the entry barriers for AR development are high [5]. Domain experts do not commonly have the skillset to develop AR projects “from scratch.” This can be especially daunting in the more technical parts of an AR application. Ashtari et al. cited a participant who remarked that they had no idea how computer vision works and consider those parts a “black box.” Unfortunately, this exacerbates the challenges when developing body-based AR, as face and body tracking commonly is not available as a component out of the box.

There are several AR prototyping tools aimed at non-developer audiences. For example, the *DART* toolkit, was built for designers [29]. Non-programmers were also targeted by Güven and Feiner with *MARS* [16]. Recently, there has also been more work on phone-based AR prototyping. For example, *ProtoAR* enables creation of prototypes from sketches and captured clay models [33]. However, none of these systems offer the capabilities required for body-based AR.

Table 1 shows an overview of common toolkits for AR development as well as of libraries relevant for body-based AR. While many options exist, none are suitable for fast body-based AR prototyping. For example, many toolkits, such as *ARToolKit* [25] only handle tracking of the camera (e.g., with visual markers). While face tracking now also is a commonly available component, it is regularly restricted to only the front camera. This allows for selfie apps, but not for creation of applications that work with the faces of others.

### Table 1: Comparison of common toolkits and SDKs with respect to their suitability for body-based AR prototyping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Toolkit/API</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Development</th>
<th>Body Tracking</th>
<th>Body-Based Augmentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARKit</td>
<td>free</td>
<td>compiled code</td>
<td>1 face†</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vuforia</td>
<td>free</td>
<td>compiled code</td>
<td>1–3 faces†+ 1 person</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxst</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>compiled code</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EasyAR</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>compiled code</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARToolKit</td>
<td>free</td>
<td>compiled code</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikitude</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>compiled code + GUI</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torch</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZapWorks</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>1 face†</td>
<td>face paint</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hololens</td>
<td>free</td>
<td>scripting</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MagicScript</td>
<td>free</td>
<td>scripting</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buildwagon</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>scripting</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepAR</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>compiled code + GUI</td>
<td>1 face†</td>
<td>“face filters, lenses, and masks”</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lens Studio</td>
<td>free</td>
<td>compiled code</td>
<td>multiple faces</td>
<td>face lenses</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xing</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>compiled code</td>
<td>faces + emotions</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark AR</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>compiled code</td>
<td>multiple faces</td>
<td>face masks, filters, and “people effects”</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face AR</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>compiled code</td>
<td>multiple faces</td>
<td>filters, makeup, beautification</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentimask</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>compiled code</td>
<td>faces + attributes (e.g., age, beard)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visage</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>compiled code</td>
<td>faces + attributes (gender, age, emotion)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makeup AR-tist</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>compiled code</td>
<td>faces</td>
<td>virtual makeup</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For use in Instagram/Snapchat. Does not allow development of stand-alone applications. † Only works with front camera and hence cannot be used to track others. § We only consider “out-of-the-box” support. Developers are commonly able to render custom content. = phone, = tablet, = glasses, and = library.
For body-based AR, an additional third-party face tracking library thus would need to be included—something that is difficult for non-developers. We also see that support for body augmentation is mostly limited to external libraries as well as the filter editors from Instagram and Snapchat. Yet, while Instagram’s filter development tool, Spark AR, for example, does allow for visual programming (as well as scripting) of face and body effects, these can only be used in their phone apps. Working with external libraries that bring in advanced face tracking and augmentation features also comes at a price. Instead of fast prototyping in a graphical environment, tying in these libraries requires writing code and working with the system on a comparably low level. Hence, there is a gap in the AR development ecosystem, where no solution allows for fast and easy prototyping of body-based experiences.

2.5 Motivation for Body LayARs
With Body LayARs, we address this gap and present an environment that brings together easy visual programming and body tracking as well as augmentation. By enabling prototyping with a visual programming approach, we cater to domain experts and other people not trained in software development, as there is evidence that visual programming can improve the performance of such users [41]. They can quickly assemble systems from a set of building blocks, yet Body LayARs also allows for extensive scripting and customization. Hence, developers with more advanced expertise are able to leverage it as well. Applications aimed at augmenting interpersonal interactions benefit especially from headset AR. Hence, prototypes developed with Body LayARs can be executed on the Microsoft Hololens (yet are fundamentally device agnostic). Furthermore, Body LayARs makes information on people available to built-in components, requiring no inclusion of additional libraries and thus allowing easy access to these features.

In the remainder of the paper, we describe the design and capabilities of Body LayARs in detail. We also show a range of examples of simple prototypes that would be complicated or impossible to build with existing prototyping solutions.

3 THE BODY LAYARS TOOLKIT
As we have described earlier, existing environments for AR development do not adequately address the requirements for body-based AR prototyping. Our Body LayARs toolkit is specifically designed to address these shortcomings. Our Body LayARs toolkit is specifically designed to address these shortcomings.

3.1 Considerations
To achieve fast iteration times and low entry barriers, we opted for a web-based solution where projects are deployed to a host application already running on a target device. Similarly to HoloJS or buildwagon, this eliminates the need for users to have a compiler toolchain installed for the target device. Furthermore, deployment of projects to the target device becomes faster as no restart of the application is needed if projects are executed inside a host application. A browser-based editor also enables easier collaboration with project and code sharing, as well as simultaneous editing.

To further make development device-agnostic, we decided to develop most of Body LayARs in JavaScript and only have a small API to actual devices. Devices then only need to implement a small set of functions (e.g., rendering a model, returning the current user position, finding faces in the scene) to be able to run Body LayARs applications. Using JavaScript for the majority of the code also makes it easier to customize and extend Body LayARs.

3.2 Overview
Users work with the Body LayARs toolkit (see Figure 2 for a conceptual overview) via a web application. The application server holds all project files and enables project management, versioning, editing, and sharing. Prototype development primarily happens within a visual programming editor. In addition to the visual flow-based editing, users can also write JavaScript inside scripting nodes. Assets (such as 3d models or audio files) can be uploaded and then used within a project.

While development happens inside the web application, projects run on AR devices or in a standalone desktop application. In either case, after starting the Body LayARs application on a device, it automatically registers with the webserver. Users can see currently connected devices and their status at the bottom of the project editor. Once ready to test a project, users only need to click on one of the available devices to run their project on it.

To run a project, the webserver transforms the flow-based representation of the project into a JavaScript application package. Each node is translated into a corresponding JavaScript object and the resulting node graph linearized. Assets are stored on the server, and then referenced from the application package so applications
can fetch them later. When starting a project, the host application on the selected device receives this package and runs the contained project. During execution, host devices are asked to call an update function of the packaged application every time a frame is rendered. While an application is executing, users can still make changes in the editor and update the application state. For example, they can change the color of a label that is being shown at runtime.

Because of the differences between AR devices, each device currently requires its own implementation of the host application. For example, there are different SDKs for the Microsoft HoloLens and the Magic Leap. While environments like Unity or the Unreal Engine provide some abstraction, there remain some fundamental architectural differences (such as the HoloLens only running UWP applications). We envision that the future OpenXR standard will soon enable more device-agnostic development.

We built host applications for the Microsoft HoloLens as well as for the Windows desktop. The latter allows for convenient prototyping but is limited in its capabilities due to running on a desktop. However, both implement the full Body LayARs JavaScript API and thus can run the same application bundles.

All parts of Body LayARs are open source.2 We hope that this will result in further development of and interest in body-based AR. We are especially keen on widening access to experimentation with body-based AR from AR experts to a broader audience.

3.3 Project Server and Editor
The server contains all projects and offers management, editing, and deployment capabilities. This approach allows users to work on their body-based AR projects without setting up a development environment on their own machine. Instead of requiring a powerful development setup, they can work on any device with a browser.

Figure 3 shows the project editor in action. Users can instantiate nodes from a categorized drawer on the left. They can freely move nodes on the main canvas and drag between node attributes to connect them. The canvas can be panned and zoomed, which enables working with larger node layouts than fit on one screen.

Apart from connecting nodes, some nodes offer additional embedded functionality. For example, some allow for asset upload and storage, while others can be configured into different modes. Node inputs and outputs are typed (shown in color coding) to only allow suitable connections. However, there is some flexibility and there are nodes that accept input of a range of types. Where possible, connection points change their type as nodes are configured or inputs are set. Node connections can pass single items, but also multiple instances (e.g., when multiple faces are detected). This simplifies connecting nodes as users do not need to handle each instance separately.

The editor also shows a list of connected devices and allows users to start execution of the current project on any of them that are idle. Web server, devices, and browsers are all connected via a WebSocket communication layer build with socket.io3. This enables users to send execution commands to devices, but also to share node updates. Hence, while a Body LayARs application is already running, it can still be changed. However, when changes alter the structure of an application (e.g., when deleting nodes), device and editor desynchronize. In this case, the application continues running on the device, but will no longer update with changes from the editor.

3.3.1 Available Nodes. We provide nodes for body-specific functionality as well as more general processing, debugging, and output capabilities. Examples of the former are the FACE TRACKER and POSE TRACKER nodes. These provide the capability to receive a list of faces and poses visible to the device respectively. The output from these nodes can be routed through additional nodes to further augment the data. For example, a face can be given to a FACE RECOGNIZER node to retrieve a name for that face.

Figure 2: With Body LayARs, users built apps in a visual programming environment running in their browser. For execution, projects are transformed into JavaScript and send to a connected device. The same project can run on different devices as the Body LayARs API provides an abstraction layer.
General flow control is available through nodes like filter, conditional, or loop. For example, the filter node can be used to reduce a bundle of all detected faces to only the closest one. The conditional node works similarly, but also allows for branching to, for example, show different outputs depending on a currently visible face. For more complex logic or data handling, we provide the script node, that allows users to embed arbitrary JavaScript code into their application. We describe this node in the next section on customizing and extending Body LayARs.

Users can use a set of output nodes to show the results of their applications. A basic example is the sound node which plays back a sample when triggered. With a label node, floating text can be shown anchored within the scene, while the sprite and model nodes do the same but with a sprite and full model respectively. While the anchor used can be static it can also be dynamically tied to a tracked scene feature, such as a person’s head. For display of movement data we provide a path node, while a bar graph node can be used to put a corresponding visualization into the world.

Finally, we also provide two kinds of debugging nodes. The app debug node enables textual output to an overlay inside a device. On the other side, the graph debug node only surfaces debug information inside the project editor.

3.3.2 Customizing, Extending, and Sharing. Users can modify Body LayARs in multiple ways. First, the script node can be used for operations not supported by the visual programming environment. For example, users could use it to keep a face history (e.g., to trigger output based on when a person was last seen). In a script node, any standard JavaScript language feature and type can be used. We also provide a few custom types specific to AR, such as color, vector, matrix, face, and pose. Additionally, user scripts can make calls to the underlying Body LayARs JavaScript API (see below).

Second, node groups in a project can be shared by saving them as a named building block. These blocks are available to all other users in an extra menu at the bottom of the node drawer. This makes it easy to share common node combinations but also to share custom logic in script nodes.

Third, all nodes are editable on the server. Nodes consist of at least an interface definition in JSON format and runtime JavaScript code. By editing a node’s interface, users can add, change, or remove connection points available on that node. For example, they might want to add an input to the face recognizer node to be able to activate or deactivate it at runtime. Changes to the runtime code get deployed to devices and can substantially alter the behavior of a node.

More complex nodes also have custom styling and code for the editor. For example, the color node contains a color picker that shows up when the color value is selected. This is also editable by users so they can make improvements to existing widgets as well as add new ones.

Finally, users are able to apply the node editing capabilities to create entirely new nodes from scratch or based on existing nodes. In this way large changes to Body LayARs are possible. Users might want to create a new node from a script they have used or to make a common design easier to build. As with built-in nodes, how these new nodes show up and behave in the editor is also fully customizable.

Nodes on a project server are shared with all users. Changes made by one automatically manifest in everybody’s projects. Similarly, if one user adds a new node or saves a building block, this is also available to all. We opted for this open design as we assume collaborating users working on prototypes. For this scenario, we value flexibility and collaboration higher than stability.

3.4 Body LayARs JavaScript API

While all application logic is handled via nodes and scripts, these have no way of reading inputs or effecting any outputs on their own. To interface the application logic with actual devices, we provide an API layer. The API is designed to be stateful and to mostly work asynchronously. Sounds, models, and labels are identified by handles that are passed to the API. This does not expose the actual objects to the runtime and allows devices to implement the API in a way that suits them most. Any input is received by callback functions that are registered for events, such as user movement or face tracking. In addition to device capabilities, it also provides access to state, such as the current time or frame number.

In addition to the Body LayARs API, host applications are also required to provide two extensions to the JavaScript runtime: (1) logging, and (2) networking. For logging, a console.log function needs to be available. This is an especially useful functionality when debugging applications in IDEs. For networking, we require implementations to provide the XMLHttpRequest API. This allows users to move networking code from the browser directly to Body LayARs. Prototypes can use this functionality to make requests to servers to, for example, fetch additional resources at runtime or to save tracking data online.

3.5 Host Applications

Applications written with Body LayARs are not directly executable on a device. Instead, they require a host application to be written for each device that can then run the packaged JavaScript bundle. An important requirement is hence that such applications need to be able to interface with JavaScript code. However, JavaScript engines are available for all relevant platforms for integration into applications. Hence, enabling running of Body LayARs application boils down to implementing the about 20 functions that form the JavaScript API.

We built an example host application for the Microsoft HoloLens, which we describe in this section. We chose to focus on AR headsets, in particular the HoloLens, as body-based AR experiences especially benefit from hands-free and see-through kinds of AR. Having to hold a phone in front of them would make testing of many scenarios (e.g., augmenting conversation) awkward and unnatural. However, note that the HoloLens also is not ideal for this purpose and does inhibit eye contact between participants.

We also compile a variant of the application that instead of on the HoloLens runs in a local window (enabling faster local testing). It shares all the Body LayARs relevant code with the HoloLens version and hence we will not describe it here.

3.5.1 Microsoft HoloLens. We built our host application for the HoloLens around the UrhoSharp engine. This provides a graphics layer abstraction, asset loading, an audio system, as well as integration of the HoloLens tracking. To run Body LayARs applications,
we embedded the ChakraCore JavaScript engine. The application itself is small and primarily translates calls to the Body LayARs JavaScript API into UrhoSharp calls. For example, when a model is loaded, the resource is fetched from the project server and just added to the engine’s resource cache.

While the HoloLens is fast enough to run all logic and rendering locally, some operations require additional processing capabilities. For example, while we run face tracking on the HoloLens directly, this was not feasible for the more advanced person-centered detection and tracking. We hence offload this work to an external server. Correspondingly, these parts of Body LayARs are device-agnostic and other devices could make use of this.

3.5.2 Remote Services. Our external server provides services for face recognition, emotion classification, and pose tracking. As we run face detection locally, we only need to involve this server if (1) people are present, and (2) face or emotion recognition are actually required. For pose recognition we always need to send whole video frames to the server. We use PoseNet [48] for pose recognition, the Face Recognition library [12] for face recognition, and FER [30] for facial expression recognition, which we use to classify emotional state.

More advanced detection, tracking, and recognition is available, however we chose a set of models that still allowed us for close to realtime (we do not run the models on every frame from the HoloLens camera) execution. Furthermore, a limitation of the models we used is that they only provide 2D results. Hence, while we estimate the depth of recognized faces and joints, this is less accurate than full 3D model fitting. We will return to this and other limitations below.

3.6 Comparison to Other AR Tools
As we have described earlier, current AR development environments (see Table 1) do not adequately support prototyping of body-based AR. While there are some toolkits that allow for easy prototyping with an editor, such as Wikitude Studio or Torch, these do not track bodies. Google’s ARCore and Apple’s ARKit both support some tracking of faces and poses. However, this only works with the front facing camera of phones and tablets, prohibiting prototyping of applications that augment interaction with others—a core aspect of body-based AR—as well as immersive experiences. Similarly, while Spark AR enables building of some body-based experiences, it can only be used for filters running inside of the Instagram phone app.

Body LayARs is similar to Microsoft’s HoloJS and Magic Leap’s MagicScript, in that all three are built on top of a JavaScript stack, which enables faster prototyping. Our visual programming environment is a further abstraction on top of this. Furthermore, HoloJS and MagicScript both are comparatively low-level and, for example, require developers to program in WebGL for graphics. Like Body LayARs, HoloJS applications can also be deployed quickly to an app running on a target device with Spin.

Table 1 also showed several libraries that can be used to add similar functionality as in Body LayARs to applications. However, all these are costly and require expertise in software development.

Figure 4: In this example, Body LayARs is used to detect and recognize people and then display nametags on top of them.

4 EXAMPLE PROJECTS

4.1 Placing Nametags on Recognized People
The first example application demonstrates a basic use of Body LayARs. To help people remember names, this application attaches nametags to them. As shown in Figure 4, this application only requires a few nodes, primarily: (1) a face tracker node to find faces in front of the user, (2) a face recognizer node to associate a name with each face, and (3) a label node that places the name next to each face.

This application could be extended in many ways. For example, additional information for each recognized person could be retrieved from a web service with a script node. The label could then show a combination of name and position, or name and last time that person was met.

4.2 Tracking Student Responses in Classrooms
Our second example application prototypes an application for teachers and instructors, working in classrooms. When one-on-one engagement is not feasible, they commonly just put problems before the students and ask them to vote on potential answers. While there is tooling support for this activity, it usually requires students to vote on a website using their laptop or mobile, instead of directly responding to the instructor. Traditionally, students could also just raise their hand to show their agreement with an answer.
However, keeping track of students and getting a decent tally of the room can be challenging, especially in large rooms and small differences in voting behavior. Yet, where it is hard for people to keep track of a large number of people, this is not the case for computers. Figure 5 shows a Body LayARS prototype that works with a small group of people. Their poses are tracked and then the instances where the hands are raised or lowered are counted up respectively. These counts are then visualized in a bar graph—color coded and labeled.

4.3 Emotion Annotation

Our third example shows how body-based AR can help users to better notice the emotional state of people around them. For people that have trouble reading faces, this can be a conversational aid, but it could also be seen as a form of expression. In the project shown in Figure 8, a face tracker works in combination with an emotion detector to infer emotional state from faces in view of the user. Here, we are only interested in sad faces, which we detect with a string comparison against the dominant detected emotion. If a person is found to be sad, a model is added to hover just above their face. In this case, the project includes the model of a cartoon-like cloud that is colored in a dark gray.

4.4 Visualizing Self-Tracking Data

The earlier examples all demonstrate prototypes that work with other people. To show that Body LayARS can also be used to work with one’s own body and movements we included this fourth example (shown in Figure 6). This application aggregates the user’s movement through space and visualizes it using a path.

The example shows the most reduced instance of self tracking and we can envision multiple ways this can be extended to prototype more intricate applications. Instead of showing movement as a path, the aggregating function could instead discretize location data and build a spatial heatmap for a room.

4.5 Sonification

Finally, with our fifth example we demonstrate that Body LayARS can also be used to build non-visual applications. The project shown in Figure 7 again tracks people around the user, but this time uses the positional information to anchors sounds in the scene. Every two seconds the sound effect are triggered.

Instead of playing sound samples, this could be extended by recognizing people and then speaking out their names with a speak text node. With an additional script, it could be detected when a person first appears and instead of continuously sounding out their names, they would only be announced once. While emotion can also be gleaned from voice, additional sonification of visual information could aid blind people in conversations.
Figure 8: In this example people's emotions are inferred and a dark cloud is rendered above people found to be sad.

5 LIMITATIONS

Body LayARs has a number of limitations on the editor and runtime side as well as in the HoloLens application. While the editor and runtime allow for extension and customization, the set of nodes available out of the box is still limited. We believe that the set we provide allows for an interesting set of initial explorations, but for more complex kinds of prototypes likely will need to be extended.

Use of JavaScript allows for faster iteration (nothing needs to be compiled) and broad accessibility. However, the lack of static typing also means that runtime behavior of prototypes can be more fragile. Once it has become clearer what kind of functionality is required and which features are superfluous for body-based AR, it would be sensible to put more constraints on the development.

We have already mentioned above that the tracking capabilities on the device are currently limited. This is to strike a balance between the desire for realtime performance and the fidelity of tracking. For example, more advanced face tracking on the HoloLens is possible (as demonstrated by the HoloFace project [22]), yet comes at additional computational cost. As we do not have full 3D data available on tracked faces and bodies, some augmentation can be expressed in Body LayARs, yet not rendered by the HoloLens application. For example, the API allows users to specify that they would like to add an eye shadow to a tracked face, yet this is not currently rendered. A host application for future, more powerful, AR headsets could then enable this kind of augmentation.

While Body LayARs supports playback of spatial audio, the audio functionality in general is comparably limited. For example, in addition to tracking people around oneself using cameras, it should also be possible to do the same with microphones. Yet, while some headsets come with microphone arrays built-in, we have found access to these to be too restricted. Hence, Body LayARs currently does not include any capability for using audio as an input.

In Body LayARs we currently also do not address the privacy issues that body-based AR is fraught with. As shown by Acquisti et al., face recognition in an AR context can easily be abused [1]. Hence, while body-based AR can be beneficial for users (e.g., by aiding them in social situations), the cost of it can be felt more by other people. Social acceptability will depend on negotiating a balance between privacy and utility. As Body LayARs is a prototyping tool, we took a non-restrictive approach. However, we do limit all recognition to people who are explicitly added to the system.

6 CONCLUSION

Advances in computer vision are enabling a new kind of AR experience: body-based AR, where the augmentation is focused on adding to interaction with people. Prototyping this kind of AR experience, however, is currently complicated, effectively limiting who can explore the space of body-based AR. To alleviate this issue, we have presented the open source Body LayARs toolkit, which enables users to rapidly prototype body-based AR experiences.

Body LayARs provides a graphical flow-based programming environment, but also allows users to deeply customize and extend the toolkit. Where the graphical programming is not sufficient, users can integrated chunks of JavaScript directly or use JavaScript to write entirely new components. With a set of example applications, we have shown that Body LayARs enables easy augmentation of interactions based on identity, emotional state, and movement of oneself and others. We have kept these simple but have outlined throughout the paper how the capabilities of Body LayARs can support more complex developments. For example, as networking is available, users can tie body-based AR prototypes to more powerful web backends. And as a full JavaScript engine forms the underlying execution environment, users are free to pull in any of the plethora of JavaScript modules available from others.

We believe that body-based AR offers exciting possibilities. With Body LayARs many experiences can be prototyped today. But ongoing development in the underlying technologies will open up more possibilities in the future. In particular, we can expect full 3D face and pose tracking to mature and for AR devices to incorporate hardware for faster execution of neural network models. A benefit of developing with Body LayARs is that, because these applications build on higher level abstractions, improvements in the underlying tracking will directly benefit existing projects. Furthermore, these technological advances will enable more complex applications, such as visually augmenting other’s bodies in realtime or tracking larger groups (such as in classrooms).
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